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Abstract. Workflow management systems are increasingly being used
to automate scientific discovery. Provenance meta-data is collected about
workflows, processes, simulations and data to add value. This meta-data
and provenance information may have as much value as the raw data.
Typically, sensitive information produced by a computational processes
or experiments is well guarded. However, this may not necessarily be true
when it comes to provenance information. The issue is how to appropriately share confidential provenance information. We present a model for
sharing provenance information when the confidentiality level is dynamically decided by the user. The key characteristic of this model is the
Query Sharing concept. We illustrate the model for workflows implemented using provenance enabled Kepler system.
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Introduction

The provenance and meta-data collection in workflow support systems can be
flow based, annotation based, or a combination of both [4]. Workflow systems
execute scientific simulations and secure the output data in order to maintain
confidentiality/privacy and ownership of the sensitive data. Most of them, however, do not have good mechanisms in place for maintaining the confidentiality
of provenance information. Here we use the term ”confidentiality” as defined
in ISO/IEC-17799[11]:ensuring that information is accessible only to those authorized to have access.Building the provenance collection system with such a
mechanism should be the priority from the very beginning [13]. Security and
confidentiality must be considered in an integrated context. For example, one
must implement security to ensure confidentiality of the information. Security is
a process or tactics that ensures that the desired level of confidentiality can be
an outcome [9].
While confidentiality of provenance information is important, so is the sharing of that information among collaborators. Most of the scientific projects are
highly collaborative projects. Often the collaborators are in different research
labs in the country, and sometimes even in different countries. They may be working together using the same approach, or may be taking different approaches,
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to scientific discovery. Provenance data throws a lot of light onto a particular scientific problem, process, and the data it produces. It can help discover a
knowledge nugget that needs to be shared among all collaborators, and some
that need to be shared sparingly. Hence provenance information is unlike any
other data-centric application. Assurance of confidentiality, should not restrict
the sharing of provenance data with trusted collaborators. For example, let’s
assume that scientist A is the owner of runs 1,2, and 3 of a scientific simulation.
Each of the runs produce a set of provenance information viz. P1, P2 and P3
respectively. User A wants to share subsets of P1, P2 and P3, with Scientists B
and C. Each of these subsets can be different. An appropriate mechanism should
enable easy sharing of this information either on a per run basis, or on a per
user group basis, or individually. The goal of current work is to develop a model,
in the context of provenance for scientific simulations, that
– Enables an easy sharing of provenance data.
– Does not compromise the confidentiality of the provenance data.
– Allows for dynamic changes in the confidentiality levels.
The specific focus is on systems that uses Kepler [1] for scientific workflow
automation and management. Kepler workflows are composed of a set of actors
(processes) forming, in more complex situations, generalized activity networks
[3], [8]. The order of execution of these actors depends on the nature of the
problem (workflow) being solved and the Model of Computation (MoC) used to
execute the workflow [6], [12]. These MoC’s are called directors in Kepler. One
version of Kepler implements a provenance collection mechanism [3], [12]. We
describe it in more detail in Section 2. In section 3 we describe an approach
to provenance data collection that allows for appropriate sharing of confidential parts of that information. Section 4 discusses issues that remain open, and
concludes the paper.

2

Provenance in Kepler

The workflow support system we use is Kepler [1]. There is a version of Kepler
that directly supports provenance recording. The Kepler Provenance Recorder
(PR) is described in [3], [6], [12]. PR implements the Read-Write-State reset
(RWS) trace information (flow-based provenance), first introduced in [6]. PR
captures the flow of data objects between the ports of actors. PR captures reads
(consumer), and writes (emitter) of an actor as well as events such as the ’flushing’ of the state of actors. The process generates a unique token id for every
token consumed/emitted by an actor. Each execution of the workflow is assigned a unique id. Provenance capture model and implementation is described
in section 3. The PR is a passive mechanism that is designed such that we need
not edit any of the Kepler actors. It is similar to a Kepler director in that it is
configured in the same way, but it is different in the fact that it does not control
the workflow, rather it just listens to it (in that sense it is more akin to Kepler
debugging facilities that allow detailed workflow tracing). When the Kepler PR
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actor is included into a workflow, it automatically collects the provenance data
by listening to the ports of all the actors in the workflow.
We propose to slightly modify the RWS relational tables [6] in order to achieve
our goal. The relational tables in our model are: usersTable (username, workflow
name, run id, annotation), actorTable (run id, actor id, port id, annotation),
traceTable (port id, token, event, annotation), tokenTable (token, object, annotation), objectTable( object, value, type, annotation). This is very similar to the
provenance relations described in [12]. The difference is that here we have introduced an annotation field in each relation and the usersTable relation for keeping
track of the owner of a run. This enables capture of the provenance that was
recorded by their RWS PR. However, the annotation field in each of the above
relations will get its value from the user only, and not from Kepler.

3

Model and Implementation

In this section we describe a model that can accommodate the sharing of confidential provenance information in a scenario where the confidentiality level
changes dynamically. We reach the goal stated previously through five sub goals:
Ownership, Editing, Annotation, Sharing and Audit. The Model is implemented
in a system being built by DOE Scientific Data Management Center [2], [17].
Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture. The details of the figure are discussed in the
text that follows.

Fig. 1. Top-level architecture view of our Implementation Model.

3.1

Sub Goal 1: Data Ownership

We need to ensure that the person who generates the simulation data would
continue to be the owner of the provenance data generated at the time the
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simulation results are generated. To achieve this we use a three tiered (Client(Application Logic)-Database) approach, and we build role based access control
at the application logic layer. Provenance is collected through an API. The client
is either the workflow management system itself, or the scripts and simulation
applications running in the super computer. The recording API is the application
logic layer that makes sure that the information from the clients is stored in the
appropriate tables of the schema. Also there is an authentication service that
verifies the user. Thus the data in the provenance schema is indexed by the
authenticated user and a particular run id.
In order to view this data, we use a Web Application (WA). The client is the
Web Interface (WI), and the Query API is the application logic. Here too we
have an authentication service that verifies the user. Since the data is indexed
by user, the query API is able to fetch a particular user’s data. Each user has
multiple runs under their username [5]. They pick the one they want to see the
provenance data for. The query API will execute some of the default queries
only on the dataset available for this particular run and for this particular user.
Then the user who launched this query can refine the dataset as they please.
If the user annotates the data and generates additional provenance, the user
becomes the owner of that provenance information. This is similar to the role
based access available in many database applications.
3.2

Sub Goal 2: Editing and Audit Trail

The access privileges to the database are restricted to prevent any unwarranted
use of provenance data. Once the data is created, users cannot delete or modify
any of the provenance information. But, they can modify annotation fields of the
records in the provenance relations and the queryTable relation. The prevention
of edits to the data is important for audit purposes, but also to maintain consistency. A collaborator should get the same outputs when he executes shared
queries at different times. This is possible only if the owner is not allowed to
make any changes to the provenance data. Only an administrator may delete
this data. But even there, all superuser actions must be logged. A trail must be
maintained for audit purposes. A system that tracks the changes to database
relations would suffice for this purpose. Even though users cannot delete the
provenance data they can, through the annotation fields, comment on the accuracy of the provenance data, and they can always add additional provenance
information. Access privileges found in modern database systems is sufficient for
realization of this sub goal.
3.3

Sub Goal 3: Data Annotation

The annotation field in the queryTable relation, and the other relations may be
updated from the web application. They can be used to annotate the datasets
regarding any inaccuracies or interesting findings. When users share, they can
choose not to share the annotations. Annotations , of course, are a form of user
specified meta-data. Thus annotations help in differentiating useful provenance
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information without deleting the inaccurate data, as well as in adding user level
meta data to the results.
3.4

Sub Goal 4: Data Sharing

The ability of researchers to share their provenance data with their colleagues in
an easy manner can be as important as the confidentiality of this data. We introduce the notion of query sharing for this purpose. An authenticated user will
be able to see data in the web interface. If the scientist finds the provenance data
that they currently see as interesting, and wants to share it, he/she can do so
by saving the query that created that dataset and sharing it with collaborators.
The approach is: Ẅhat You See Is What You Want to Share(WYSIWYWTS).̈
The relation queryTable (Query ID, Saved by, Saved for, Query, Timestamp,
Allow Cascading, Revoke Active) is used to save the queries and the relation
annotTable (UserID, Query ID, Annotation, Viewable) is used to store the annotation for the data set that is to be shared. The web application assures that
the query that created the dataset is saved. The scientist who wants to share
the data can choose to annotate the dataset. For example if User U1 wants to
save the dataset of run Rx and share it with User U2, then the entry in the
queryTable relation would look like this: (QID, U1, U2, Select Query similar to
the above one, timestamp, A binary 1/0 for whether cascading of should be allowed or not, A binary 0/1 if the collaborator has access currently or not). They
can also choose to annotate the dataset by making an entry in the annotTable
relation. A typical entry would be (UID, QID, Any relevant annotation to the
dataset, A binary 1/0 if the collaborator should see the annotation or not)
The collaborator, when logged in to the web application, will be able to see,
given the right access, all the data in the hierarchical fashion discussed above.
In a separate tab they will also be able to see the queries (possibly not the
actual query itself, but rather the Query ID, annotation, timestamp, saved by,
and saved for columns). This is done by the web application which will pass the
user-id of the currently logged in user and one of the Query API’s will fetch all
the entries in the queryTable where the user id matches the user id in the saved
by or saved for columns and the corresponding entries in the annotTable if the
viewable attribute is set to 1.
A user selects a query to run. Then the user sees the data. If the user wants
to refine the query, the user can do so. The queries are built for refining acts only
on the dataset that was shared and not on the whole database. By abstracting
the execution of the query to an API that manages data to be accessed, we
restrict the user from seeing data that is not meant for the user. As an extra
measure, we can encrypt the query attribute of the queryTable relation in the
database to protect the data in the case the queryTable in the database gets
compromised. The saved query is not shown to the users and can be use in an
execute-only mode.
The cascade attribute in the queryTable is used to either allow or deny a
collaborator from passing the shared information to another person. The revoke
attribute is used to remove access to a particular query for a particular user by
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the owner of that query. Users can save interesting subsets of the provenance
information for themselves. In this case saved by and saved for attributes in the
queryTable will be the same as the owner. A collaborator, in our model, is not
be able to annotate individual pieces in a shared dataset. Collaborators can only
annotate the dataset as a whole. For this they would make an entry into the
annotTable. If they want the owner to view their annotations then they would
set the viewable attribute to 1.
A user can thus give others access to all his/her data, or to a particular
dataset, or just a particular part of a particular dataset. Thus the granularity
at which the user wants to share the data depends on the user. Each time the
user can decide to share a different piece of the dataset without editing any rule
set for access control. Also the entire chosen dataset can be shared by saving a
single query instead of sharing each record in the dataset or saving a copy of the
whole dataset.
The query sharing concept is very similar to stored procedures. Both have
the same overhead. However, by saving queries in a table we extend the scope to
add more meta data to the saved query which would not be possible with stored
procedures. The salient features of data sharing concept given the constraints
are:
– Dynamic sharing: This constraint prevents building the logic of the query
into the application layer. Since applications are static, a user cannot easily
add a new query for a subset of the dataset that the user wants to share.
– Sharing large data sets: Since the datasets are large and so are the subsets
of information, is is difficult to share copies with the collaborators.
– Sharing subsets of data: The data that is shared are subsets. If we were to
use a high level language to control access, then the users would have to individually pick the cells in the subset that they want to share. The large size,
and the fact that they can be thought of as an atomic piece of information,
would make the process of individually indexing cells unnecessary.
Thus given these constraints our query sharing solution would scale well, and is
flexible.

3.5

Sub Goal 5: Data Audit and Verification

The inclusion of auditing capabilities into the model is to check on accuracy and
integrity of the data. Auditors are users who can view the original data, provenance data, and annotations. They are provided with sufficient access privileges
to see all information needed for auditing. The provenance relations have annotations in them for the auditors to verify the data against. Also, the queryTable
relation has timestamps in it for the auditors to find any discrepancy in the
sharing of the data. Finally, since all the edits to the database have a trail, any
missing information can be accounted for by the auditors.
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Discussion and Conclusions

The implementation model we have presented has some limitations. For example,
because it is query-centric only provenance systems that store data in databases
and fetch them using queries can use this approach. Another limitation is that
the model requires automatic run-time provenance collection. The user is still
allowed to annotate the data and create provenance manually, but the user
is not allowed to modify original records. This assures a considerable level of
integrity for the originally (and automatically) collected data, but perhaps less of
integrity for manually added annotations. Also to be noted is that only owners of
provenance data can freely annotate any part of the dataset. The collaborators
can only annotate the entire shared subset and not any individual part in it.
Even in automatic provenance collection systems we could face the security and
privacy problems stated in [7].
With more emphasis being laid on provenance data collection in scientific
workflow applications [14], [15], the issue of sharing provenance with varying levels of confidentiality becomes increasingly important. We believe that the simple
model described in this paper is able to ensure considerable level of confidentiality in provenance data as well as sharing of it amongst trusted collaborators.
The data sharing technique described in this paper allows users to change the
level of collaboration dynamically. This model addresses the integrity, confidentiality, availability, and ownership responsibility issues raised in [10], [18]. But
this model does not address the issues arising due to long term storage and scalability of provenance data discussed in [18]. There are some systems like PASS
[16] that are used to provide security using provenance data. But there is not
much research in the field of securing provenance data, providing confidentiality
and enforcing privacy policies.
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